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Garden Mastery Tips
from Clark County Master Gardeners

Gardening Gifts
Terra Cotta Thumb Pot Waterer
This clever little watering device has been around for centuries and is still widely used
in England. To use it, just immerse it in water and wait for it to fill up. Then place your
thumb over the hole in the top to create an air lock, which keeps the water in the
container. When you’re ready to water, just remove your thumb from the top and a
gentle shower is released from the holes in the bottom of the pot. Replace your thumb
on the top and the water will stop flowing instantly. This is great for watering tender
seedlings, or plants that just need extra care. $9 and up.
This useful thumb pot can be found at some specialty garden shops or online at: http://
www.internetgardener.co.uk/ProductDetail/292/Thumb-Pot-Waterer.aspx or http://
www.henandhammock.co.uk/products/product_detail.asp?17,11,0,0,0

Swivel, Water-Powered Hose Reel
For any gardener who has a big yard, dragging the hose around
isn’t nearly as bad as winding it up again. The Swivel, WaterPowered, Self-Winding Hose Reel is a great gift for anyone who
dreads reeling that hose back in after a hard day of gardening.
This is so easy, it’s almost fun. Just flip the lever when you’re
finished watering and watch the hose start reeling back into the
box on its own. It works on water pressure and effortlessly and
neatly coils your hose back up into the box and out of the
elements. Easily winds up to 100 feet of hose in about a minute.
Use the runoff water to fill a watering can. Wall mounts are
available, too. Price will vary depending on model. Available at
most home improvement stores, Costco, Fred Meyer and Target.

Cheeky Garden Stakes
Set of 6 $12.00 From http://
www.Uncommongoods.com They are well made, very
sturdy, and come in a variety of colors so it really
brightened up my garden in a way nothing else has. I
love that it shows my fun personality in what might
look like a pristine planting bed. They look exactly like
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they do in the pictures, and have a nice spot to write the plants names on the back. Sayings include: Pray for rain,
Bugs need not apply, Flower power, I love it when you talk dirt to me, Grow dammit!, and vegetables in training.

Pig Watering Can
$32.95 From http://www.Windandweather.com Go "Hog wild" with ‘Priscilla’, a
three-quart capacity watering pot made from hammered metal with a textured
surface. It perks up your everyday watering chore. 13" x 15"

Redneck Weather Forecaster
$12.98 From http://www.Lighterside.com Jeff Foxworthy, host of "Are You Smarter
Than A 5th Grader?" tickles your down-home funny bone with this hilarious rope
weather forecaster sure to prove more accurate than the guys on TV!
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